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Rectangle is the golden or special shape/ figure which most artist used to frame up or plan 
their work of art.  It is an invisible shape where almost all artwork are planned or designed. 
Some artists give it a try to use other shapes like square, circle, triangle, etc. 

   
 
  Visual Stories could be related or presented through varied interesting  ways.  Making visual 

stories can be done through accordion- making, flip  book, toy television, flash cards or album. 
 

 These are means to visually present a story read, viewed or listened to. These could be related 
or presented through varied interesting ways. We can use our talents in art   and crafts using a 
lot of interesting ways to present the different elements of the story.  Illustrating   the story 
makes the book more memorable and rewarding.  

 
 Examples of Visual Stories:  
 1.  Accordion -A visual story with fold or pleats  
 2.  Flip book - A quick turn of pages with pictures, making motions or actions.  
 3.  Flashcards - A set of cards with words, numbers or pictures, which are flashed one by one    
            before a class  for quick response for a drill.  

4.  Album - A bound or loose-leaf book with pages with mounted pictures to tell stories  
5. Toy television - A visual story where pictures are viewed by using a box or rolling 
improvised tubes  

 
DRAWING GRID –	  is an inexpensive, low-tech way to reproduce and/or enlarge an image that 

you want to paint or draw. A picture may be copied or enlarged/reduced in size through this 
scaling technique or placing/ enclosing its parts in equally sized grids. 

• A picture can be enlarged by transferring the part drawn in a small grid to a bigger 
one. 

• Remove or erase the grids first before applying colors to a picture. 

DISTORTION is a form of art which sometimes create more interest, humor and sense of 
variety to the viewers.  

• Changing the appearance of a person or animal’s body parts through drawing/painting 
using lines, shapes, and colors will help create twisted or distorted form.      

• Cutting or tearing a picture using a kind of line, in any direction and pasting them far apart 
on another sheet would create a twisted form or distorted effect. 

	  

	  


